[Comparison of spectral analysis and non-linear analysis of EEG in patients with cognitive decline].
Twenty-five elder subjects were classified in two groups according to the MMS score and the cognitive evoked potentials. Normal subjects (n = 15) had mean MMS = 27.6 and mean P3 amplitude = 7.1 uV), while patients with cognitive decline (n = 10) had respective values of 18 (MMS) and 3.3 uV (P3). Spectral analysis and non-linear analysis of EEG (recurrence plots of dynamical systems) were performed and both showed statistically significant differences between groups for all the parameters analysed. Subjects' classification with discriminant analysis was slightly better using the non-linear parameters. The recurrence plot method applied to EEGs, gave similar results as the dimension of correlation (D2) calculation, and was in favour of a more constraint and less complex dynamics of brain activity associated with cognitive decline.